Light dark matter (LDM) in the context of dark sector theories is an attractive candidate to make up the bulk of the mass of our Universe. This talk presents the LDM discovery potential of a low-pressure, negative-ion, time-projection-chamber detector placed downstream of the Hall A beam-dump at Jefferson Lab receiving $10^{22}$ electrons on target (EOT). As with the approved Beam-Dump eXperiment (BDX) the Directional Recoil Identification From Tracks Beam-Dump eXperiment (DRIFT-BDX) would run parasitically and in parallel with BDX providing additional reach, confirmation potential and different backgrounds all providing a high degree of complementarity. DRIFT-BDX is sensitive to elastic nuclear recoil events with a threshold of $\sim 1$ keV/amu recoil energy. Multiple, powerful signatures of LDM interactions are possible with BDX-DRIFT detector. Detailed calculations present cosmic ray and beam-related background estimates. The proposed experiment will be sensitive to large regions of LDM parameter space, exceeding the discovery potential of existing and planned experiments in the MeV-GeV DM mass range.
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